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I
f the thought of raw food conjures up 
uninspiring images of carrot sticks and 
salad, then prepare to be pleasantly 
surprised. We all already eat raw foods 

now and again, some to a greater extent 
than others. As the weather is warming up 
we naturally turn to lighter meals, so what 
better time to pick up a few simple tips, find 
out about the health benefits and discover 
just how mouth-watering and simple some of the recipes 
can be? Raw foods are fresh and vibrant, full of enzymes, 
oxygen and life, and incorporating them into our diet can be 
easy. They help to improve the way we look and feel, whilst 
eating tasty food. So if you currently don’t give raw foods 
much of a look-in, simply consider adding more of them 
to your diet and learn to give a raw twist to some of your 
favourite dishes. 

Raw living foods & their benefits 
In a nutshell, raw foods are foods neither processed or 
cooked over temperatures of approximately 104°F (40°C). 
Although food cooked above these temperatures can still 
contain minerals and vitamins, the enzymes and essential 
fats are destroyed. Eating more raw food ensures that you 
get the maximum nutritional benefits from your food.

There are different viewpoints as to the benefits of eating 
different food groups raw. It therefore depends on your 
personal preference whether you wish to try raw animal 
products such as unpasteurised milk and cheese, raw 
eggs and fish. If you do eat them it’s a good idea to choose 
organic and locally sourced wherever possible to ensure the 

highest quality and freshness. Alternatively you can choose 
to stick to raw vegan foods such as vegetables, fruit, soaked 
nuts and seeds. 

Foods such as sprouted grains and pulses, wild flowers, 
fresh herbs, seaweeds, algaes and superfoods contain all 
the essential components our bodies need, in a form which 
can be absorbed easily. Increasing the amount of nutrient-
dense living foods we eat, will not only provide us with more 
energy but can have a positive effect on our overall level of 
health. This means we can simply include more raw foods 
into our diets to enjoy the benefits; more energy, clearer 
eyes, vibrant skin, weight loss and a good clean to our 
internal organs.  

Should I go 100% raw straight away? 
If we decide to eat a diet high in living plant foods then it 
is important to be aware that raw plant foods, especially 
juicing, can be extremely cleansing and will encourage cells 
to eliminate toxins. I personally recommend making gradual 
changes and if you experience any symptoms you need 
support with then seek guidance from a Holistic Nutritionist 
or Naturopath who can suggest simple techniques to assist 

Superfoods... living foods... 
tasty fare! Blast your 
way into the summer by 
introducing more ‘raw’ into 
your diet. It’s more exciting 
than you may think! Anna 
Middleton tells us more...

TOTALLY 
RAWSOME

Sun-dried tomato & seed pâté 
Enough for 2-3 people

Ingredients:
¼ cup sun-dried tomatoes (soaked in water for at least 

an hour)

¼  cup soaked sunflower seeds (soaked for at least 2 hours)

¼ cup soaked almonds (soaked for at least 2 hours)

½  red onion (chopped finely)

½ tbsp lemon juice

handful of fresh herbs (basil or parsley)

½ clove crushed garlic

1 tsp dark organic miso

Pinch of salt, cayenne & black pepper

Blend together all above ingredients apart from red onion.  Add a drop of water for smoother 
consistency if preferred. Stir in onions and fill a ramekin or small bowl with the pâté.  Place 
upside down on serving dish and remove dish, garnish with fresh herbs & serve with sliced carrot or 
cucumber.

with the elimination process. Ultimately, we need to listen 
to our own body and find a balance which works for us. The 
climate we live in and the local food available will also play 
a large role in our diet. It’s easier to eat more raw food in 
warm summer months but winter in the UK will often leave 
us craving hot comforting food so the ratio of cooked and 
uncooked foods will often shift.

Getting started  
Increasing the amount of living food in our diets can simply 
mean having a smoothie or juice in the morning and eating 
more salad with meals. If you want to get started, there’s 
no need to splash out on expensive kitchen equipment 
or unusual ingredients to make quick and tasty dishes. 
A simple hand-blender can enable you to whip up a dip, 
pâté or dessert in minutes and a cheap blender can sort 
out a curry or smoothie before you know it. If you do want 
to experiment further then there are plenty of gadgets to 
choose from and new ingredients to taste. The biggest 
surprise is that food doesn’t have to be cold. We can buy a 
simple dehydrator which means food can be eaten warm 
and provides opportunities to create more raw food options. 
Once you’ve got going, you’ll soon be full of summertime 
zest and joining in with the ‘raw is more’ crusade!

Top Tips  
There’s no need to change everything all at once 

Try to have a smoothie or fresh fruit each day for breakfast

Aim for half of each meal as raw – maybe a salad or raw 

pâté with a jacket potato

Add the following foods to your meals wherever possible – 

sprouted seeds & pulses, seaweeds and algaes as these are 

some of the most nutrient dense foods 

Try a raw dessert to replace wheat, dairy & sugar

Arrange a dinner party with friends to try out a few raw 

recipes 

To raise further awareness about the benefits of raw living 
foods and recipes Anna runs workshops, hosts free pot 
luck events and makes a selection of raw cakes for local 
cafes in Bristol. To find out more information, go to www.
annamiddleton.com
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